As a Pear you have some lovely attributes only your body shape
can! You have amazing curves created by your butt and thighs
and likely have smaller shoulders and chest.



PEAR

We want to create balance between your smaller top half and
curvy bottom half.

HOW TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR ATTRIBUTES:
Focus on creating definition around your waist. That advantage of your
smaller waistline and define it.
Create focus and balance around your shoulders to balance out your
bottom half. This can be done by wearing wider necklines or by wearing
the lighter, space creating colours from your palette.
Create length and draw attention to your awesome legs and waist by
using a front tuck anytime you can. By tucking your top into your bottom
item just to the side of center or at your belly button you are continuing
the line of your legs.

Your Necklines
How can you focus on creating definition and shape around a key attribute? These points are also
important when on online meetings and creating content.


Here we want to create width to your shoulders that balances out your curvy bottom. Having a
neckline that travels too narrowly up will make your lovely pear shape appear too bottom heavy and
throw out the balance with your slighter chest and shoulders.


You can also use colours to create balance. Darker colours in your palette will decrease size and
lighter will increase. As a general rule you may want to not use lighter colours around your top half
and darker around your bottom unless you have a balancing aspect.
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Outfit and style suggestions
Below we have a few style suggestions that will show off your attributes everytime. Please, when
looking at the below styles focus more on the cuts, fit and drape of the outfits. The colours and
texture will depend on your unique brand and colour attributes (we talk about how to find yours later)
This wide neckline with horizontal stripes is a
great top style to bring width to your slighter
top half. It also brings a ton of attitude. With a
high-waisted bottom style

- this shows off your shape further. A darker
colour our the bottom half will finish off the
balance. Wide leg pants that finished just above
the ankle are great for you as they bring in the
style and ensure it doesn't overwhelm the
bottom half.
A wide, flowy skirt (either on a dress or
not) is great to make you feel like a
goddess. The drap gives great balance
and again finishing above the ankles will
give length and structure.

A belt is perfect to draw attention to your
fine waist. Here the style is balanced with
powerful shoulders and a wide collar.

This top is a form of extended sabrina neckline.
It gives a pear great shape and power across
your shoulders. Worn in a lighter colour then
the bottom half will give greater effect.

When wearing a pencil skirt a darker colour or
larger patterns are better plus a hemline that
travels below to knee to give length.

A necklace can be worn over tops like this to
add further definition and difference.

The classic front tuck works with so many
styles and shapes. It elongates your legs
with creates overall balance. tucking into
the center (around your belly button) will
help shrink your hips as it draws the eye in.

An oversized cardigan is great for creating
shape around your shoulders. Make sure
this doesn't finish on the widest part of
your hips as it lose shape and balance.
either below the hips like here or above.
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